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Purpose 
…
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• Sharing how our Wellbeing Programme develops 
knowledge and understanding about drugs and 
provides skills in responsible decision making and 
self awareness

• Sharing our processes when a student is of concern 
with regards to drugs

• An opportunity for parental discussion and input
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It’s not  
about 
Drugs 

–  
it’s so 

much more
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DC Wellbeing Programme

The Wellbeing Programme is a specific and planned 
means of helping students to value themselves and others, 
and to provide the tools to assist them to “flourish”.

•Planned & responsive

•Dedicated learning time

•10 minutes each morning

•1 teaching Block per week

Deans co-construct the programme with Learning Advisers, Vice 
Principals and student voice

 



Guiding philosophies & model
International Baccalaureate

Restorative Practices

PERMA

Character Strengths

CASEL – SEL Model



Interventions & Procedures

Grow. Discover. Dream.
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(Margaret Thorsbourne, 2002) 
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There is reasonable suspicion that an individual:

Is at risk due to use or possession of drugs. The information is gained from 
more than one source. There is anonymity for those coming forward to 
express genuine concern.

Shows signs of being under the influence of substances during the school 
day.

Is seen to be involved in specific behaviour with money being exchanged.

Associates with those known to be at risk.

 



How do we test?

Parents are informed before the first test is conducted.

A hair follicle test is conducted by the DC Health Professional. Training and 
certification has been completed.

This test shows substance use in last three months.

Results arrive in a few weeks.

The cost of testing is borne by parents (US$100).
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Parents and student are informed of the result.

Discussion and a review of the situation with the student to 
explore why concerns were raised.

Re-testing may be conducted at any time.

 



A positive test result

Parents and student informed.

A meeting arranged for parents/student/school representative.

A suspension may be appropriate for a period for reflection.

The intention is to help eliminate drug use.

Appropriate internal/external counseling recommended depending on pattern of 
drug use.



A positive test result cont…

A behaviour contract will be formulated.

Re-testing will occur at any time and will be not be announced beforehand to 
student or parent.

If a second test is positive, intensive therapy recommended and discussions as to 
intent.

Depending on the exact circumstances, parents may be asked to withdraw their 
child from DC.
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Behaviour Patterns

No appetite, sudden physical changes, losing/ gaining weight within a short 
period of time

Personal hygiene pattern changed

Antisocial behaviour

Emotional and Psychological State

Emotionally unstable, aggressive, agitated, or depressed

Always putting blame on others

Marked changes in psychological state (easily nervous, restless)
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Family systems

Abrupt changes in family functioning

School

Abrupt changes in school functioning, e.g. falling school grades or conduct, 
missing classes or school days

Low concentration in class and in study

Bringing a lot of money to school/work place

Asking for money from classmates
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Leisure and Recreation

Abrupt changes in hobbies or interests

No interests, or inert

Secretive communication with friends

Unexplained cash, new items or clothing

Always asking for money, or even stealing money/items from home/friends

Going to some high-risks spots, e.g. disco, rave parties, or games centres
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Presence of signs of drug use

Strange equipment: pills, medicine bottle, needle, tin foil, spoons, straw

Wearing sunglasses inappropriately to hide dilated or constricted pupil

Wearing long sleeves inappropriately to hide needle mark

Strange smell from body, always scratching

Seriously decayed teeth
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Drugs Education

Grow. Discover. Dream.



Hong Kong Monthly Digest of Statistics August 
2016 香港特別行政區 政府統計處 Census and 
Statistics Department, Hong Kong Special 
Administrative Region 



Hong Kong Monthly Digest of Statistics August 2016 香港特
別行政區 政府統計處 Census and Statistics Department, 
Hong Kong Special Administrative Region 
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Year 9 - Alcohol
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Year 10: Drugs- legal & illegal

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1_HfDkAIKWEHxfQqxra7dcvMru9HsXuZL/preview
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Questions we have for you…
What should your child do if they know that their peers are using drugs or 
encouraging them to use them?

What do you think DC’s response is to rumours of the above in and out of 
school?

How can you as parents help your child to resist drug use?

What should you do if you believe a friend's child is involved in the use of 
drugs?
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What should my children do if they know that their peers are using drugs or encouraging them using as well?

Student or parent inform a member of staff (Learning Advisor, Dean, VP).  Anonymity would be assured.

I would like to know what procedure would DC follow if students are taking drugs in DC compound, selling drugs in DC compound and obviously high on drugs 
during school time or at class?

This is a question of 2 parts…

Most likely immediate suspension, parents required to come into school, testing, counselling and re-entry on a contract.

If there was clear evidence of trafficking, the police would be contacted and parents would be asked to withdraw the student from the 
school.
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Questions you had…

What should my children do if they know that their peers are 
using drugs or encouraging them using as well?

How can we as parents oversee/help our child to never partake 
in drugs?

What is the visible phenomenon once a child has firstly taken a 
drug? Other than asking extra money from parent 

I would like to know what procedure would DC follow if students 
are taking drugs in DC compound, selling drugs in DC 
compound and obviously high on drugs during school time or 
at class?

 


